Genetic Variation in Introns as a Cause of Disease: The “Other” Genetic Code
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background

results

Hyper-variable intron

We found highly significant differences in SNP Density
depending on the role of the exon and localization of the
product.
Figure 1: 95% confidence interval for the difference between RS SNP
Density and NMD SNP Density
RS-NMD
Difference in SNP Density

• Disease-causing variants in exons have been extensively
studied but intronic disease-related variation has not.
• BRD2 is a chr. 6 gene linked and associated with a common
form of epilepsy called juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME) but
BRD2 exonic variants do not cause JME2.
• However, in BRD2 an intron with many variants has been
associated with JME. This intron follows an alternatively
spliced exon that leads to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD),
altering the amount of BRD2 in the cell. This suggests that
highly variable NMD-related introns play a role in gene
control and potentially in disease. Is this variability a feature
of NMD-related introns?
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• We asked: Are introns surrounding alternatively spliced
(AS) and NMD-causing exons more variable than other
introns?

methods
• We examined all introns from 96 genes that contained at
least one NMD-causing, alternatively-spliced exon. We
compared the frequency of variants in those introns.
• Introns were categorized into three groups:
Table 1: Three intron types within the studied genes
Abbreviation
RS introns
AS introns
NMD introns

Intron Type
Introns surrounding regularly spliced exons
Introns surrounding non NMD-causing AS exons
Introns surrounding NMD-causing AS exons

• We used sequence data from 1000 Genomes1.
• We used a 2-sample test for equality of proportions without
continuity to compare SNP density (variants/base pair) of
the introns.
• We also compared densities by noting where in the cell the
gene products localized by splitting genes into “cytosolic”
and “nuclear”. “Nuclear” genes were further split into
transcription factors (like BRD2) and non-transcription
factors.
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• Genes whose products localize to the nucleus have
significantly more variants in introns surrounding NMDcausing alternatively spliced exons compared to introns
around other types of exons.
• In contrast, for cytosolic protein genes, the opposite is true:
Introns around NMD-causing exons have significantly fewer
variants than introns around “regular” exons.
Figure 2: 95% confidence interval for the difference between RS SNP
Density and AS SNP Density
RS-AS
Difference in SNP Density
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We know that NMD is a mechanism for controlling the amount
of gene product. In BRD2, for example, the amount of NMD
can change depending on whether or not the cell is
proliferating. Our results suggest the following:
• The results from Figure 1 suggest that intronic variants
surrounding NMD exons might be less important for control
of cytoplasmic-destined protein production than for nucleardestined gene products.
• Because NMD can play a crucial role as a gene expression
control mechanism, the variant structure of introns
surrounding NMD-causing exons could be critical in
pathogenesis, especially in genes for nuclear-destined
products. Such genes include transcription factors, which
strongly influence gene expression. BRD2 is a prime
example of such a gene.
• In nuclear-destined genes, there is no significant difference
between RS introns and non NMD-causing AS introns
(Figure 2). However, there is a difference in rates for AS vs.
RS for cytosolic-destined genes. Thus, differences in NMD
introns in nuclear genes may be entirely NMD-related,
rather than strictly related to alternative splicing.
One of the conclusions from our work is that SNP density and
other such non-obvious genome variation is likely to play a
critical role in genetic disease susceptibility. Looking only for
exonic single nucleotide polymorphisms, as is the current
fashion, and ignoring subtle changes in non-coding regions
probably means we are not looking in the right places for socalled disease mutations.
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Table 2: SNP density for each gene type (Variants per 10,000 BP)
Protein Properties
Cytosolic
Nuclear
Transcription Factors
Nuclear nonTranscription Factors
Whole Cell

RS introns
24.28
16.69
17.28

AS introns
21.03
17.05
18.69

NMD introns
20.35
21.55
23.45

16.47

15.80

20.96

21.61

18.73

20.80
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